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Disclaimer
The opinions expressed in this presentation and on the following
slides are solely those of the presenter and not necessarily those
of Acerta Pharma.
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Tissue-Agnostic Breakthroughs
Merck's Keytruda (pembrolizumab)
• MSI-H/dMMR cancers (non-colorectal and colorectal)
• Status: FDA approved May 23, 2017 with data from five Phase I/II trials
Loxo Oncology's larotrectinib
• NTRK fusion-positive solid tumors
• Status: Phase II NAVIGATE basket trial underway, NDA rolling
submission initiated in Dec 2017
Roche/Ignyta's entrectinib
• NTRK fusion-positive solid tumors
• Status: Phase II STARTRK-2 basket trial underway, potential for 2018 US
NDA filing
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First Tumor Agnostic Approval in May 2017 - Pembrolizumab
Indication of microsatellite instability-high (MSI-H) and Mismatch Repair Deficient (dMMR) Cancers

• Pembrolizumab, a programmed death 1 (PD-1) inhibitor
– FDA Accelerated Approval granted for the treatment of adult and pediatric patients with unresectable
or metastatic, MSI-H and dMMR cancers
– Data from 149 patients with MSI-H or dMMR cancers enrolled across 5 single-arm clinical trials
•

ORR was 39.6% (95% CI, 31.7-47.9), including 11 (7.4%) CRs and 48 (32.2%) PRs

•

ORR was 36% in patients with CRC and 46% in patients with other tumor types

•

The median duration of response was not yet reached (range, 1.6+ months to 22.7+ months) Among patients who
responded to pembrolizumab, 78% had responses that lasted for at least 6 months

– Two Breakthrough therapy designations granted by the FDA in 2015 and 2016, as a treatment for
patients with MSI-H metastatic CRC and non-CRC solid tumors
– No approved test to identify patients with MSI-H or dMMR cancers, at the time of this approval

First drug approval based on a tumor’s biomarker without regard to the
tumor’s original location
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Shifting from Conventional Development to Tissue-Agnostic Approaches
1. Identification of new targets, biomarkers and development of therapies for new targets
2. Co-development of Rx and Dx
3. Platform / basket trials to optimize identification and enrollment of rare patient
populations
4. Increased awareness for diagnostic testing
5. Continued openness by regulatory agencies for novel, science-based approach toward
increasing the arsenal of novel effective therapies for cancer patients
 Plan early for biomarker/patient population identification
 True partnership between regulators, academia, patients advocates and
manufacturers
 Close collaboration between Rx and Dx developers
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1. Identification of New Targets, Biomarkers and Development of
Therapies for New Targets
• Reclassification of disease from histopathology-based diagnosis to molecularly-based
diagnosis
– Applicable to precisely targeted cancer drug development, in rare biomarker(+)
tumor types
– Tissue-agnostic (biomarker-defined) vs. conventional tumor type drug
development
•
•
•
•

E.g. the pembro development made scientific sense
(Steven Lemery, ASCO 2017)
Shared common pathological characteristics
Increased mutation load and neo-antigen burden
Association of mutation load / neo-antigen burden and improved outcomes to immunotherapy
in different tumors

Requires early and continuous collaboration between key stakeholders: academia,
sponsors, Dx manufacturers, regulators, patients advocates
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2. Co-development of Rx and Dx
• Significant investment needed in research to prospectively understand
underlying mechanisms and signaling pathways
• Consider biomarkers early in development
– Incorporation into Phase 1 study designs
– Get answers early in development where possible, whilst ensuring the
broadest patient population is included
– Secure early collaboration between Rx and Dx developers
– Speak to FDA and EMA often and early
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3. Platform / Basket Trials to Optimize Identification and Enrollment of Rare
Patient Populations

Woodcock and LaVange, NEJM 2017

Examples: NCI-MATCH, TAPUR, STARTRK-2 (NTRK, ROS1 or ALK fusions), NAVIGATE (NTRK fusion)
VE-BASKET (V600E), SUMMIT (HER2/HER3)
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3. Platform / Basket Trials to Optimize Identification and
Enrollment of Rare Patient Populations
• Platform and basket trials may offer a more cost-effective and logistically
feasible approach to developing therapies for rare patient populations and…
• Can slow things down and make drug development more costly
– Diversion of resources from more common biomarker positive tumor
types (e.g. site selection)
– Increase number of sites, number of patients screened, technology cost
• Enrolment challenges for rare tumors include:
•
•
•
•
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Avoid exclusion of patients likely to benefit (validate the biomarker hypothesis)
Geographic convenience of trial sites
Realistic use of modern tests across regions – Reimbursement/access issues
Test results may be complicated and delay enrollment

4. Increased Awareness of Diagnostic Testing
• Opportunities to improve the effectiveness of clinical trials for patients in
biomarker-defined trials
– Molecular testing to occur earlier in a patient’s clinical course
• At a higher frequency,
• Ideally integrated as a part of standard of care,
• Via broad genomic test panels

– More informative molecular testing reports for treating physician and
patient
 Reliable next steps, more robust decision making based on test results

Kowak et al. 2017, Journal of Precision Medicines
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5. Continued Openness to Novel and Science-based Approaches by Regulatory Agencies, with Caveats

• US Accelerated Approval and EU Conditional Authorization
– Randomized controlled trials to assess OS in rare biomarker(+) tumor types may not be
feasible and / or not ethical in refractory settings
– Early approvals on single arm data with confirmation of benefit through post approval
commitments
• E.g. Pembrolizumab MSI-H with single arm ORR and DOR F/U
• Consider the use of Real World Evidence
– Lack of randomized data can remain a concern e.g. Recent withdrawal of the nivolumab
EU filing in MSI-H mCRC
• Evolving companion diagnostic landscape (e.g., PMA=clinical validation vs 510(k)=analytical
validation)
– At the time of pembrolizumab approval for MSI-H and dMMR cancers, no approved test
to identify patients with MSI-H or dMMR cancers
– Upcoming site agnostic filings incorporate early Dx validation strategies (entrectinib,
larotrectinib)
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Regulatory Considerations – Tumor Agnostic Development
• How many tumor types should be evaluated?
– No “one size fits all” answer
– Totality of the data
– Consistency of effect across tumor types
– Scientific rationale
• Extrapolation to non-studied tumor types and pediatric tumors
– E.g. pembro showed responses in at least 14 MSI-H/dMMR tumor types
– No pattern indicating a qualitative effect of tumor type on response
– Pembro is approved in children
• Accelerated/conditional vs full approval
– Approval based on single arm data  Importance of post marketing
requirements/commitments
• Management of the residual uncertainty pre and post approval
– Pre-approval – Consider magnitude of effect, tox profile, unmet medical need
– Leverage Real World Evidence
– Value of BTD
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(Steven Lemery, ASCO 2017)

Shifting from conventional development to tissue-agnostic approach –
requires extensive collaboration
1. Identification of new targets, biomarkers and development of therapies for new targets
– Collaboration between sponsors and academia

2. Co-development of Rx and Dx
– Sponsors and diagnostic manufacturers

3. Platform / basket trials to optimize identification and enrollment of rare patient
populations
– Collaboration between sponsors and with Investigators

4. Increased awareness for diagnostic testing
– Treating physicians and patient advocacy groups

5. Continued openness by regulatory agencies for novel, science-based approach toward
increasing the arsenal of novel effective therapies for cancer patients
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Keytruda mmR MSI-H Indication Statement (US PI)
• Microsatellite Instability-High Cancer: for the treatment of adult and pediatric
patients with unresectable or metastatic, microsatellite instability-high (MSI-H) or
mismatch repair deficient solid tumors that have progressed following prior
treatment in patients who have no satisfactory alternative treatment colorectal
cancer that has progressed following treatment with a fluoropyrimidine,
oxaliplatin, and irinotecan
• This indication is approved under accelerated approval based on tumor response
rate and durability of response. Continued approval for this indication may be
contingent upon verification and description of clinical benefit in the confirmatory
trials.
• Limitation of Use: The safety and effectiveness of Keytruda in pediatric patients
with MSI-H central nervous system cancers have not been established.
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Keytruda MSI-H Trials
Study

Design & Patient Population
prospective, investigatorinitiated

KEYNOTE-016
NCT01876511

KEYNOTE-164
NCT02460198
KEYNOTE-012
NCT01848834
KEYNOTE-028
NCT02054806

KEYNOTE-158
NCT02628067
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Total

6 sites
patients with CRC and other
tumors
prospective international
multicenter

Number of
patients

MSI-H/dMMR testing

Dose

local PCR or IHC

10 mg/kg every 2
weeks

61

local PCR or IHC

200 mg every 3
weeks

Prior fluoropyrimidine,
oxaliplatin, and
irinotecan +/antiVEGF/EGFR mAb

6

central PCR

10 mg/kg every 2
weeks

≥1 prior regimen

5

central PCR

10 mg/kg every 2
weeks

≥1 prior regimen

local PCR or IHC (central
PCR for patients in rare
tumor non-CRC cohorts)

200 mg every 3
weeks

≥1 prior regimen

28 CRC
30 non-CRC

CRC
retrospectively identified
patients with PD-L1-positive
gastric, bladder, or triplenegative breast cancer
retrospectively identified
patients with PD-L1-positive
esophageal, biliary, breast,
endometrial, or CRC
prospective international
multicenter enrollment of
patients with MSI-H/dMMR
non-CRC retrospectively
identified patients who
were enrolled in specific
rare tumor non-CRC cohorts

19 l

149

Prior therapy
CRC: ≥ 2 prior regimens
Non-CRC: ≥1 prior
regimen

Pembrolizumab Response Rate by Tumor Type
MSI-H or dMMR cancers

Lemery et al., 2017 NEJM
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www.gene.com
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Other considerations for tissue-agnostic drug development
• How many different tumor types to evaluate
– Based on totality of evidence to support approval
– Inclusion of common tumor types
– Effect generally consistent among tumors
– Approach scientifically supportable

• Extrapolation to non-studied tumor types/pediatrics
– Yes, if appropriate
– Can be approved in children based on extrapolation, biology expected to be similar in children, pediatric dose
established, initiate pediatric investigation and formulation work early in development (eg, consider including
12yo and older in adult trials)
– Pembrolizumab showed no pattern indicating a qualitative effect of tumor type on response (at least 14 tumor
types)

From Dr. Steven Lemery (FDA Division of Oncology 2), 2017 ASCO Annual Meeting
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SUMMIT Efficacy Results By Tumor Type
Bladder,
HER2mutant
(n=16)

Lung,
HER2mutant
(n=26)

Colorectal,
HER2mutant
(n=12)

Biliary
Tract,
HER2mutant
(n=9)

Cervical,
HER2mutant
(n=5)

Solid
tumors,
HER3mutant
(n=17)

ORR at week
8 (32%)
8, n (%)

0 (0)

1 (3.8%)

0 (0)

2 (22.2%)

1 (20%)

0(0)

Clinical
benefit rate, 10 (40%)
n (%)

3 (18.8%)

11 (42.3%)

1(8.3%)

3 (33.3%)

3 (60%)

2 (11.8%)

Median PFS,
3.5
months

1.8

5.5

1.8

2.8

20.1

1.7

Endpoint
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Breast,
HER2mutant
(n=25)
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